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My invention relates to water heating systems 
and particularly to off-peak electric water heat 
ingsystems. 
One of the objects of my invention is to provide 

a relatively simple system whereby an operator in 
an electric power station can selectively control 
the energization of ?uid tank heaters connected 
to the system supplied with electricity from the 
power station. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a relatively simple, power house-controlled means 
and system whereby the operator can be assured 
that each of the tanks contains at least a pre 
determined amount of hot ?uid during the day 
and that all of the tanks have their heaters 
energized during the off-peak period to ensure 
starting the daylight hours with a substantially 
full tank of ?uid. ' 

Other objects of my invention will either be 
apparent from a description of a system embody 
ing my invention and now preferred by me or 
will be pointed out in the course of such descrip 
tion and‘ set forth in the appended claims. 

In my copending application Serial No. 365,919, 
?led November 16, 1940, I have disclosed and 
claimed a tank water heating system embodying 
my invention as applied to an individual hot 
water tank and this application covers the use 
of a speci?c form of remote control for a plu 
rality of such hot water or fluid-containing tanks 
distributed over the area supplied with electric 
current by the electric power station. , 
In the single sheet of drawings, I have illus 

trated a plurality of individual hot water or fluid-v 
containing tanks and the control elements asso 
ciated with the individual tanks and water heat 
ers, ‘including a remotely controllable control 
means, in combination with an electric power 
station. . 

I have illustrated a plurality of hot water tanks 
I I, which may be of the ordinary elongated cylin 

‘drical type now so commonly used in domestic 
installations, each tank being provided with an 
electric heater 13 which, for the sake of simplicity, 
I have shown schematically only. It is to be 
understood, however, that this electric heater l3 
may be of any suitable or desired construction 
and mounting on the tank and other details, such 
as cold- water inlets 15 at the bottom of the tank 
and hot water outlets l6 at the top of the tank, 
are supplied in a manner well known in the art. 
'Other details such as are usually supplied with 
hot water tanks or ?uid-containing tanks may 
be used but since these form no part of my in 
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vention I have deemed it unnecessary to illus 
trate and describe the same. 

I provide'a lower main thermal switch I‘! here 
illustrated as including a tubular member 19 
secured in a ?uid-tight manner to the wall of 
the tank to be located inside of the tank. An ex 
pansion rod 2i is mounted in the tubular member 
and engages a resilient contact arm 23 which is 
normally yieldingly biased into engagement with 
a rigid contact arm 25 and is disengaged there 
from when the thermal switch I7 is responsive 
to the relatively high temperature of hot water or 
other ?uid. I wish to point out here that while 
I have shown speci?c positions of the heater l3 
and of the thermal switch 11, I do not desire 
to be limited exclusively thereto nor do I desire 
to be limited to the construction shown. Any 
other thermallyactuable heater control switch 
now available in the art may be used by me and 
is to operate to cause disengagement of the con 
tact arms when substantially all of the water or 

. ?uid in the tank is hot. 
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I provide an upper auxiliary thermally actuable 
switch 21 which includes a tubular member 29, 
an expansion rod 31 adapted to engage and move 
a resilient contact arm 33 out of engagement with 
a rigid contact arm 35 which it normally engages 
as long as the temperature of the water sur 
rounding the tubular member 29 is relatively low 
or the water or ?uid is “cold.” It is to be under 
stood that the auxiliary thermally actuable 
switch 21 is of substantially the same general de 
sign as the lower main thermally actuable switch 
I1. I provide a remotely energizable control ele 
ment 3'1 in the form of an electromagnetic switch 
including a coil 39 having a magnetizable core 
member therein magnetically connected with a 
contact bridging member 41 which latter is 
adapted to engage with and be disengaged from a 
pair of ?xed contact members 43-. I have illus 
trated this electromagnetic control member and 
heater control switch generally only since its de 
sign and operation are already well known in 
the art. 

I provide also a second electromagnetic switch ' 
45 including a coil 41, a magnetizable core mem 
ber therein magnetically connected with a con 
tact bridging member 49 which latter is adapted 
to be engaged with and disengaged from a pair 
of ?xed contact ‘members 51. ’ 
A supply circuit conductor 53 is connected tov 

one of the ?xed contact members 43 and a con 
ductor 55 connects conductor 53 and the fixed 
contact member .43 to one of the ?xed contact 
members 5|. The other contact member 43 is 
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electrically connected by a conductor 51 to the 
other ?xed contact member 5i and to one ter 
minal of the heater I3. The other terminal of I 
the heater I3 .is connected by a conductor 59 to 
contact arms 25 and 35. Contact am 23 is con 
nected by a conductor 6! to the other supply 
circuit conductors 63. Contact arm 33 is con 
nected toone terminal of coil 41 by a conductor 
35 while the other terminal of coil 4? is electri 
cally connected to that ?xed contact member 5! 
which is connected by a conductor t'l to con 
ductor 51. . 

I have illustrated an electric power station 99 
by a rectangular ?gure and have further illus 
trated generally. only a suitable source of supply 
of alternating current electric energy by the 
usual symbol for an alternating current gener 
ator bearing the numeral ‘II. Control means for 
the electric energy generated by the generator ‘II 
or by any cooperative plurality thereof, driven by 
anysuitable power mean-s, is indicated by a knife 
blade switch ‘I3 which is adapted to energize or 
deenergize, in any suitable or desired manner, a 
bus bar system including bus bars "I5 and ‘ll. 
These bus bars are connected to distribution cir 
cuits indicated generally by the numerals ‘I9 and 
BI and are to be understood as being of any size 
and of any length and may have any number 
of sub-distribution current conducting wires or 
members connected therewith to distribute the 
electric energy over a given area. I have illus 
trated the source of current for the individual 
supply circuit conductors 53 and 63 as including 
conductors 03 and 85, and have indicated the 
fact that there may be some distance between 
the bus bar system, the distribution circuits, and 
the individual installations by the broken lines 

- extending from conductor 53 to conductor 83 and 
from the conductor, 63 to the conductor 35. 

I provide awsuitable source of control means 
for the coil 39 ofv the respective and individual 
control elements 31 by providing a secondary 
current distribution system including a man 
ually actuable switch 81 adapted to be electri 
cally connected withbus bars ‘I5 and ‘II, by con 
ductors 39 and 9H and adapted to energize an 
auxiliary set of bus bars or conductors 93' and 
95 which are connected to a secondary distribu 
tion‘circuit, shown generally only as including 
two conductors 91 and 99 which are also to be 
understood as extending over the area served by 
the power station. .One terminal of each of the 
coils 39 is connected by a conductor IN to a dis» 
tribution circuit conductor I03 ‘which is shown 
as being connected to conductor 99. The other 
terminal of coil 39 is connected by conductor I05 
with conductor I0'I' which, in turn, is’ shown as 
being connected to the conductor 9'I of the sec 
ondary distribution circuit. I have shown con 
ductors IOI and I03 and conductors I05 and I01 

\ as connected by broken line connections to point 
out that any desired distance may be present 
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between the supply circuit conductors I0! and ‘ 
I05 of i any individual hot water or ?uid installa 
tion and the conductors I03 and I0'I providing 
electric energy to such system. , 
Asystem of this kind is effective by- relatively 

simple operation in the power station itself to 
maintain at least a predetermined amount of hot 
water or ?uid in each of the tanks connected to 
the system during, the daytime period of a twenty 
four hour day'and'by slightly di?erent operation 
of the control means timing the usual o?-peak 
hours, to ensure starting the daylight hours of a 75, 
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twenty-four hour day. with substantially each 
tank full of hot water or ?uid. 
"It may be assumed, merely for illustrative pur- - 

poses, that the operator in the power station 69 
' will cause momentary closing of the secondary 
control switch 31, which he may do manually or 
by any other suitable control means in accord 
ance with the type of control switch provided. 
This will momentarily energize each coil 39 of the 
control element 37 of the respective tank heating 
systems. Let it be assumed further that this en 
ergization is effected several hours after the end 
‘of an off-peak period, say 10*.00 A. M., and that 
in a given tank selected merely for illustrative 
purposes, the auxiliary thermal switch 2? is sur 
rounded by cold water, that is, that withdrawals 
of hot water from the tank have been enough as 
to remove such an amount of the original hot 
?uid content of 'the tank between the time of 
ending of the o?-peak period ‘and the time of 
?rst closure of the control switch 31 as to subject 
the auxiliary thermal switch 21 to the temper 
ature of cold water. An energizing circuit is 
momentarily closed as follows: from supply cir 
cuit conductor 53 through engaged contact mem 
bers A33 and 65, through conductor 51, through 
heater I3, through conductor 59, through en 
gaged contact arms 25 and 23 and from there 
through conductor 3! to the other supply circuit 
conductor 63. It is, of course,'to be understood 
‘that su?icient hot water has been withdrawn 
from the individual tank to subject the main 
thermal switch VI‘! to the temperature of cold 
water and it is to be further noted that if no 
hot water had been withdrawn from the indi 
vidual tank being considered, conta'ct arms 23 
and 25 would be out of engagement with each 
other and no such energizing circuit through the 
heater I3 would be closed. ‘ ' 
A secondary or auxiliary circuit is closed 

through the coil 4‘! as follows: from supply cir 
cuit conductor 53, through engaged contact mem 
bers £3 and 4|, through conductors 51 and 01, 
through coil 41, through conductor 85, through 

- engaged contact arms 33 and 35, through con 
ductor 59, through engaged contactarms 25 and 
23 and from there through, conductor 6| to the 
other supply circuit conductor 93. This causes 
energization and upward movement of the core 
in coil 41 and therefore of the contact bridging 
member 49 which latter then engages ?xed con 
tact members 5! . This closes an auxiliary circuit 
through the heater as follows: from supply cir 
cuit conductor 53 through conductor 55, through 
the engaged contact members 5| and 49, through 
conductors 01 and 51, through'heater I3, through 
conductor 59, through the’ engaged contact arms 
25 and 23 and from there through conductor BI 
to conductor 63. A holding circuit is also estab 
lished for coil 41 independently of the control 
element 3'! as follows: from supply circuit con 
ductor 53 through conductor 55, through engaged 
contact members 5| and 49, through the coil 41, 
through conductor 55, through engaged contact 
arms 33 and 35, through conductor 59, through 
engaged contact arms 25 and 23 and from there 
through conductor 5| to the other supply circuit 
conductor 53. It is evident that this holding cir 
cuit is independent of the control element 31 and 
since, as hereinbefore stated, the coil 39 was en 
ergized momentarily only by the remotely lo 
cated control means 81, opening of the electro 
magnetic control element will have no e?ect upon 
the energization of the heater I3 through the cir 
cuit hereinbefore described which, energization 
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will, of course, continue until the auxiliary ther 
mal switch 21 is subject to the temperature of 
hot water when contact arm 33 will be caused to 
disengage from contact arm 35 with resultant in 
terruption of the holding circuit through the coil ‘ 
3'1 and therefore deenergization of the heater l3. 
The operator in the central station may, there 

.fore, either manually or by any other suitable 
means effect energization of the secondary dis 
tribution circuit controlling the remotely con 
trollable means 31 in each of the heater systems 
connected to the distribution circuit to thereby 
pick out, if it may be so termed, those tanks 
which contain less than a predetermined amount 
of hot water and ensure that within a reasonable 
length of time, they will contain at least such 

‘ For pur 
poses of illustration I may mention that it may 
be desirable to have the control means 81 in the 
central station closed every two or every three 
hours during the day and it is evident that only 
those heaters will be continuously energized for 
a length of time varying with the amount of hot 
water in the tank, that is, the greater the amount 
of hot water already in the tank at the time of a 
momentary energization, the shorter will be the 
resultant continuous energization of the heater, 
which, as hereinbefore stated, will be interrupted 
by thermally controlled means closely associated 
with the tank. . 

It is furtherydesired to ensure that all of the 
tanks having electric heaters connected to the 
system shall be full of hot water at about the 
end of an off-peak period which, for purposes of 
illustration, may be considered to end at 6:00 ; 
A. M. In order to ensure this continuous opera 
tion of all of the heaters connected to the system 
individually associated with hot water tanks, 
where all of the water in the tank is not hot. the 
operator merely closes the control switch 8'! at 
some preselected time such as 1:00 A. M. or 2:00 
A. M. and leaves‘ it in closed position until say a 
short time before the end of the oil-peak period 
which, as stated hereinbefore, may be considered 
to end at or about 6:00 A. M. As is Well known, 
the extreme dip or valley in the load curve on the 
central station occurs during the late night and 
'a continuous energization of all those heaters as 
sociated with tanks not completely full of hot 
Water from say 1:00 A. M. or 2:00 A. M. to just ‘Q 
before 6:00 A. M., will ensure that at the end of 
an oif-peak period when the total load on the 
station begins to rise sharply, all or substantially 
all of the ‘tanks having heaters connected to the 
supply system will have their ?uid contents in a 
heated condition. It ‘is to be understood, of 
course, that the main thermal switch I? in each 
of the individual installations will cause interrup 
tion of the energization of the heater i3 and of 
the holding circuit of the coil 41 as soon as all 
or substantially all of the ?uid in the tank is hot. 
My invention thus provides a relatively simple 

means for power house control or for remote con 
trol of a plurality of electric heaters applied to 
hot water or ?uid tanks whereby relatively simple 
control means in the power house closed momen 
tarily at spaced times during a part of theday 
and closed continuously during another part of 
the day, namely the off-peak period, will ensure 
the start of the daylight period with tanks full 
or substantially full of hot water or ?uid and will 
maintain at least a predetermined fractional part 
of the ?uid content of each tank hot during the 
daylight hours and during the early evening 
hours as well. 
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3 
I have shown the usual domestic hot water 

tank in the drawing but have used the term 
“fluid” to indicate that my heating system may 
be used for ?uids other than water. Thus it is 
possible to use my improved heating system on 
tanks containing, for example, fuel oil which it 
is desired to heat before being used, or for heat 
ing any other ?uid where it is desired to start 
off at some predetermined time when low power 
rates become eifective or are eifective to heat all 
of the tank content during the off~peak period 
and then to maintain in a heated condition a pre 
determined fractional part of the tank content. 

I desire it further to be understood that I may 
use any of the other control systems mentioned in 
the copending application Serial No. 365,919, ?led 
November 16, 1940, instead of the particular one 
illustrated in the drawing and described in the 
speci?cation. 
Various modi?cations may be made in the sys 

tem embodying my invention without departing 
from the spirit and scope thereof and I there 
fore desire that all such modi?cations as are 
clearly covered by the appended claims shall be 
included as a part of my invention. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. An electric current distribution system ener 

gized by an electric power station and compris 
ing a plurality of distributedelectric water tanks 
each having an electric heater near the lower 
end of the tank adapted to be energized from 
said system,'hea_ter-circuit control means for the 
individual electric heaters each including a main 
and an auxiliary electromagnetic switch, electric 
circuit connections between the power station 
and the individual heater-circuit control means 
and manually-actuable means in the power sta 
tion for optionally energizing said main electro 
magnetic switches momentarily to effect ener 
gization through the auxiliary electromagnetic 
switch of those heaters associated with tanks in 
which less than a predetermined fractional part 
of the water content is hot and continuously to 
e?ect energization through the main electro 
magnetic switch of all heaters associated with 
tanks in which less than all of the Water content 
is hot. 

2. An electric current distribution system 
adapted to be energized by an electric power sta 
tion and comprising a plurality of distributed 
electric water tank heaters adapted to be ener 
gized from said system, heater-circuit control 
means for the respective electric heaters each in 
cluding a main and an auxiliary electromagnetic 
switch, a main and an auxiliary thermally actu 
able switch responsive to tank water temperature 
at different points in the tank, electric circuit 
connections between the electromagnetic and 
thermally actuable switch of each heater and 
between the main electromagnetic switches of all 
heaters and the power station and manually-op 
erable means in the power station for effecting 
energization of all of the main electromagnetic 
switches momentarily at selectively spaced inter 
vals of a day to cause energization of the heaters 
of those tanks in Which less than a predetermined 
fractional part of the water content is hot until 
said predetermined fractional part of the water 
content is hot. 

3. An electric current distribution system 
adapted to be energized by an electric power sta 
tion and comprising a plurality of distributed 
electric water tank heaters adapted to be ener 
gized from said system, heater-circuit control 
means for the respective electric heaters each in 
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eluding a main and an auxiliary electromagnetic 
switch, a main and an auxiliary thermally actu 
able switch responsive to tank water temperature 
at different points in the tank, electric circuit 
connections between the electromagnetic and 
thermally actuable switches of each heater and 
between the main electromagnetic switches of all 
heaters and the-power station and manually-op 
erable means in the power station for optionally 
e?ecting energization of all of the main electro 

' magnetic switches momentarily‘ at selectively 
spaced intervals of a day to energize the heaters 
of those tanks in which less than a predetermined 
fractional part ofthe water content is hot until 
said predetermined fractional part of the water 
content is hot and continuously over a prede 
termined length of time to energize the heaters 
of all of the tanks in which less than the full 
water content is hot. ' ' 

4. An electric current distribution system 
adapted to be energized by an electric power 
station and comprising a plurality of distributed 
electric water tank heaters adapted to, be ener 
gized from said system, heater-circuit control 
means for the respective electric heaters each in 
cluding a main and an auxiliary electromagnetic 
switch, a- main and an auxiliary thermally actu 
able switch responsive to tank water temperature 

' at diiferent points in the tank, electric circuit 
connections between the electromagnetic and 
thermally actuable ‘switches of each heater and 
between the main electromagnetic switches of all 
heaters and the power station and manually-op 
erable means in- the power station for effecting 
energization of all of the main electromagnetic 
switches momentarily at selectively spaced in 
tervals of a day to cause energization of the 
‘heaters of those tanks in which less than a pre 
determined fractional part of the water content 
is hot, the respective auxiliary thermally actu 
able switches causing deenergization of their 
electric heaters when said predetermined frac 
tional part of the water is hot. ' 

5. An electric current distribution system 
adapted to be energized by an electric power sta 
tion'and comprising a plurality of distributed 
electric water tank heaters adapted to be en 
ergized from said system, heater-circuit control 
means for the respective electric heaters each in 
cluding a main and an auxiliary electromagnetic 
switch, a main and an auxiliary thermally actu 
able switch responsive to tank‘water tempera 
ture at different points in the tank, electric cir 
cuit connections between the electromagnetic 
and thermally actuable switches of each heater 
and between the main electromagnetic switches 

' of all heaters and the power station and means 
in the power station for optionally e?ecting en 
ergization of all of the main electromagnetic 
switches momentarily at selectively spaced inter 
vals of a day to energize the heaters of those‘ 
tanks in which less than a predetermined frac 
tional part of the water content is hot until said 
predetermined fractional part of the water con 
tent is hot and continuously over a predetermined 
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length of time to energize the heaters of all of 
the tanks in which less than the full water con 
tent is hot, thermal deenergization of the elec 
tric heaters energized by momentary energiza 
tion of all of the main electromagnetic switches 
connected to the system being effected by the 
auxiliary thermally actuable switches connected 
with the energized heaters when said predeter 
mined fractional part of the water content of any 
tank is hot and thermal deenergization of elec 
tric heaters energized by continuous energization 
.of the main electromagnetic switch being ef 
fected by the main thermally actuable switches 
connected with the energized electric heaters 
when substantially all of the water content is 
hot. 

6. An electric current distribution system 
adapted to be energized by an electric power staa 
tionand comprising a plurality of distributed 
electric water tank heaters adapted to be en 
ergized from said system, heater-circuit control 
means for each of the respective electric heaters 
including an electromagnetic switch having a 
coil, an electric circuit from said ‘coil to the 
power station‘ and manually-actuable means in 
the power station to selectively energize the coil 
circuit momentarily and continuously, momen 
tary energization of the coil circuit effecting en 
ergization of the heaters on tanks in which less 
than a predetermined fractional part of the wa 
ter content is hot and continuing energization of 
the coil circuit, effecting energization of the heat 
ers on tanks in which less than the full water 
content is hot. ' , 

7. An’, electric current distribution system 
adapted. to be energized by an electric power_ 
station, a plurality 'of distributed hot water 
tanks, each having a single electric heater at the 

, lower end of the tank and current-distribution 
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circuits connecting the electric heaters and the 
electric power station, heater-circuit control 
means , for the respective heaters including a 
main and an auxiliary electromagnetic heater 
control switch, a main and an auxiliary thermal 
heater control switch located at di?erent heights 
of the tank, electric connections between the 
heater and the switches for each tank and manu 
ally operable means at the power station for 
selectively energizing the coil of the main elec 
tromagnetic switch of each heater momentarily 
and continuously at different times of a day, 
momentary energization of the coil of the main 
electromagnetic switch of each heater causing 
energization through the auxiliary electromag-v 
netic switch and the'auxiliary thermal switch of 
the heaters of those tanks in which the auxiliary 
thermal switchv is subject to cold water and con 
tinuous energization ofv the coil of the main elec-> 
tromagnetic switch of each heater causing en 
ergization through the main electromagnetic, 
switch and the main thermal switch of the heat 
ers of those tanks in which the main thermal 
switch is subject to cold water. 

- CLARK M. OSTERHELD. 


